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** None of the information found within this document is intended to influence any investment decisions, nor should it be
the basis of an investment decision of any kind. Investment advice for investment in any security, or any tax or legal
advice should only be given by an investment advice firm, and any content posted by Clout or any influencer is not advice
from a firm **

** Investments should only be done with the help of an independent financial advisor within the context of the countries of
their citizenship or residence, and their place of business with respect to the acquisition, holding or trade in Clout or any
other tokens **

** Please note that this White Paper does not constitute an offer to sell, or the solicitation of an offer to buy, to any person
for whom it may be unlawful to participate in purchasing a token. Those for whom it is unlawful to participate should not
participate. Consult with your own lawyer or accountant to determine whether it is lawful for you to participate in this token
sale. This White Paper should in no way be construed as being intended to create a contract for investment **

** This document (first edition) may be revised, but the newest edition will always appear on our website
[www.Cloutdefi.net]. Updated documents may contain information which could override, clarify or contradict previous
editions, in which case, the latest version should be considered the most accurate and up to date. Due to this, versions
that are found outside of the official Clout website may contain out-of-date or inaccurate information. **

Abstract / Summary
Clout is a three-stage crypto on the BSC network. The initial stage involves around 8% in fees
(broken down in the tokenomics section) and heavy investment in marketing to build up a sizable

community. Once this stage has been reached, transaction costs will be lowered and negotiations
will be made with major exchanges to enable farming and liquidity pools in order to avoid high
fees. Once this is done, Clout holders can make passive income using their Clout tokens by
contributing to liquidity pools and receiving money from the transaction fees. This will enable
the final stage of Clout, creating the first content decentralization platform on the Binance Smart
Chain that allows for Dapps as well as third party content to be fully controlled by Clout holders
and to be run by the community.
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Clout creates value by creating the first peer to peer content sharing network on the
Binance Smart Chain, new developers will be able to create fully decentralized dApps that are
100% run by a smart-governance democratized network of token holders. To Clout holders,
Clout creates value by allowing users to have a say in what happens, rather than stand by
voiceless. This win-win scenario that Clout creates allows for a new generation of actually
decentralized fully democratic dApps.

What Markets We Would Target
Initially, when it comes to decentralizing applications and providing governance for
them, we will mainly be focusing on more interactive applications. These include games, social
media, gambling sites, etc. This is because we feel these applications are incredibly engaging and
as such easier to democratize. This would also allow us to tap a wide variety of users that want to
issue feedback and have a say in their favorite dApps. This is especially true with video games
and players wanting new updates, maps, weapons, modifications, etc. Once this is done, we can
create a culture where people can become used to asking and getting what they want from
developers, dApps, and centralized platforms. We can allow developers to more easily realize
what kind of changes their community wants them to push for, saving them time in research and
general hassle. We will aim to start to make Clout something of an ecosystem and network,
where dApps can work with each other using Clout for decision making and a standard of value.
This way we can encourage new developers to work with us as they can use various services
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provided by other Clout-using developers as well as the Clout-Protocol. This will create a
network effect, allowing for Clout to capture more market share as more and more applications
are built on top of it.

Clout Protocol
The Clout-Protol is Clout's main product. It’s a fully decentralized data sharing protocol
on the BSC. One that allows for democratic activity within a deeply rooted decentralized system.
This protocol will run natively in the BSC and use Clout, as well as the soon to come “CNet”
coin as a means of storage. File hashing has been done before on Ethereum, yet the
democratization of these decentralized files has not, and that is what Clout is bringing to the
table.

Our Aims and Goals
Here at Clout, we aim at helping game developers and content creators create content in
which their community has a say in what type of content they would like to see. Anything from
game design, to updates, or vlog ideas, Clout can democratize the way creators run their day by
day.

Additionally, we are launching a BEP-20 token to back this voting platform and be the
means of commerce with the aim of getting newly developed games to use our token to inform
its development and allow the game developers to sell his or her game using CLOUT. On top of
that, we aim at having the Clout token power rewards for things like leaderboard competitions in
Clout grown games.
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Lastly, Clout will also house a farming and staking platform for coins who align with our
missing to decentralize and democratize the internet

The Clout Platform
The Clout platform will consist of two main entities: One being a voting platform that
bases its stake in a poll with Clout tokens, or wrapped Clout tokens. As well as an entity that
provides users with a liquidity pool staking tool for coins and tokens in the Clout ecosystem.

Following this, The Clout voting platform also plans to use “Wrapped Tokens” in order to
personalize votes for creators, as well as create a simple to use protocol for seamless integration
into third party dApps (as stated previously).
Additionally, The Clout farming tool plans to build itself upon UniSwap V3’s protocol, where
users can define liquidity staking limits, in order to raise the rate of investment return in their
designated liquidity pools.

Tokenomics of Clout Token
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➢ 1,000,000,000 Tokens in circulation
➢ 25% Burn
➢ 3% Redistribution fee
➢ 3% Auto-generated liquidity
➢ 2% Dev fee
➢ 90% of liquidity locked in Unicrypt V.2 Locker
➢ 10% Dev wallet
○ 4% Team Wallet
○ 6% Giveaway wallet

Conclusion and Ending Points
This is a very complex protocol to develop. We have a team of experienced
entrepreneurs, developers, and marketers that really know what they are doing when it comes to
blockchain tech. Our focus now is to build a community that can support this content
decentralization and democratization platform and protocol that Clout is trying to create. With a
robust community Clout can become the first file decentralization protocol on the BSC network.
This team is heavily invested in the project: We not only have our own money invested, but also
our friends, family, ets and we want nothing more than for this to fly and become something
truly amazing. Thank you so much to everyone who supports our vision of a decentralized
future, and we aim to have Clout at the center of it all.

-

A big thanks to all of you from the entire Clout Team!
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